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Abstract

This paper examines the applicability of the new speci-
fication languageE-LOTOS in the description of real time
applications.E-LOTOS is the new extended version ofLO-
TOS, currently under consideration by the ISO/IEC commit-
tee. The paper presents the complete process of producing
the formal specification of a real time scheduler from its
informal description. During this process, a semi-formal
model of the scheduler is first built that helps identify the
critical parts of the scheduler. This model is then used as the
basis for the formal specification of the scheduler. Finally,
the degree at whichE-LOTOShas succeeded in describing
the critical parts of the scheduler is examined. The chosen,
real life, paradigm is the Link Active Scheduler (LAS) of the
Fieldbus Foundation (FF) Data Link Layer (DLL) protocol.
Its formal specification has not been presented before.

1. Introduction

Previous work [13] has identified the formal specifica-
tion language LOTOS [5] as being particularly suited for
the specification of OSI communication services. However,
LOTOS lacked the necessary operators for describing the
time critical aspects of real life protocols. E-LOTOS [6]
is a formal specification language, currently considered by
ISO/IEC for standardisation. E-LOTOSextends the capabil-
ities of the well known formal description technique LOTOS

by providing predefined data types, modularisation facili-
ties and operators that are sensitive to time passage. The
language builds upon the success of its predecessor and
therefore is a promising candidate for the description of real
time systems. However, the final criterion for the success
of a specification language lies in its applicability to real

life problems. This paper examines the suitability of E-
LOTOS in specifying real life, time-critical protocols and
shows how the language can be employed for their descrip-
tion. The chosen paradigm is the link scheduler of the Field-
bus Foundation (FF) Fieldbus protocol [4]. Fieldbus proto-
cols are time critical protocols used for the interconnection
of sensors, actuators and other control field devices at the
process-control level of the factory hierarchy [11].

An informal description of the scheduler of the Fieldbus
Foundation protocol is presented in section 2. This is fol-
lowed by a presentation of the rationale of the formalisation
process. The features of E-LOTOS are then briefly intro-
duced in section 4. The proposed formal specification of
the scheduler in E-LOTOS is found in section 5. Conclu-
sions and pointers for future work are presented in the final
section.

2. Description of the scheduler

The Fieldbus Foundation protocol uses layers seven, two
and one of the OSI reference model. The lower layer uses a
token bus type protocol. A specific node of the network, the
Link Active Scheduler (LAS), distributes the token. There
can be only one LAS at any particular instant. Any node
that has the necessary functionality for becoming a LAS is
called a Link Master (LM).

Any node in possession of a token has the right to trans-
mit at that time. There are three different types of tokens:

The scheduler token

This token is held by the LAS. It can be sent to another
LM to transfer the activation of LAS functions to that
receiving node.

The delegated token



The LAS creates and sends this token to a node on
the local link. The token carries a duration parameter,
which denotes the period for which the token should
be used. The token is returned upon completion of its
use to the LAS or, alternatively, its return is assumed
by the LAS upon its expiration.

The reply token

This is created by the current delegated or scheduler
token holder when there is a need to query a node on
the local link. The token is sent to that node requesting
an immediate reply to the query. It is returned with
that immediate reply, or acquired by the current token
holder at the expiration of the reply period.

Only one type of token can be the dominant token of the
link at any time. A reply token is the dominant token on the
link during the period after its creation and before its expi-
ration or return. Otherwise, when no reply token exists, a
delegated token is the dominant token on the link during the
period after its creation and before its expiration or return.
At all other times, the scheduler token is the dominant token
on the link [4].

The reply token is responsible for handling periodic traf-
fic and it is normally sent to a node according to some
schedule. The schedule contains information on the times
and the period that each node needs to be queried. Dur-
ing the idle intervals of the periodic traffic, the delegated
token is circulated among the nodes. Non-periodic events
are handled using this second token. The token is circulated
according to some predefined order.

The LAS is responsible for executing the schedule. This
involves passing the reply token as the schedule requires,
and delegating the second token around the nodes. It should
make sure that no node exceeds the time assigned to it.

Moreover, the LAS is responsible for polling inactive
nodes to allow for the situation when they became active.
In such a case, it records them in itsLive List. This list
contains all the nodes to which the token should be passed.
The LAS also acts as theTime Masterfor the bus, making
sure that the clocks of all the nodes, as well as their rates of
advance, are synchronised.

Since the disruption of the communication mechanism
in a Fieldbus network will probably have catastrophic re-
sults, the protocol makes a provision that, in the event of a
breakdown of the LAS, the bus will continue operation as
normal. If, for any reason, the LAS fails, one of the LMs
takes its place and becomes the new LAS. Thus, there is a
need to keep a consistent record of the Live List and of the
schedule across all the LMs. Hence, procedures exist for
the distribution of the schedule and the Live List. The dis-
tribution of the schedule is not of concern here, as it is done
via the network management protocol. The procedure of

distributing the Live List usually includes a LM requesting
it and the LAS replying when time permits.

Since the operations of a LM and of a LAS are closely
related, the term LM/LAS will be used to denote a Data
Link Layer Entity (DLE) that can function as a LM and
eventually become a LAS.

3. The formalisation process

This section describes the process of formalising the
scheduler’s specification. Its main purpose is to identify
the constituent components of the LM/LAS DLE and pro-
duce a design scenario for the formal specification, which
is presented in section 5. Furthermore, it provides a list of
characteristics the formal specification should respect.

The formalisation process consisted of a number of small
steps that gradually changed the informal description to a
formal one. During these steps, a semi-formal model of
the scheduler was devised based on finite state machines
(FSM). Finite state machines provided in this case a natural
platform for the transition from the informal specification to
the formal. This is because the informal English-language
description is very similar to that of a state machine.

The data link layer of Fieldbus is divided into levels that
closely parallel the partitioning of the ISO/IEC LANs into
a Media Access Control (MAC) and a Logical Link Control
(LLC) sublayer. The lower level is responsible for accessing
the physical layer, assembling, disassembling and validat-
ing packets whilst the higher level is responsible for tasks
such as the interaction with the upper layers and the order-
ing of packets. The first prerequisite of the formal specifi-
cation would thus be to maintain this separation of interests.

The points of contact of the scheduler with the rest of
the world need to be defined next. Since the scheduler is
a hidden part of the data link protocol that only occasion-
ally communicates with the network management protocol,
there is need for only one visible interaction point. The
scheduler also needs to interact with the lower level. How-
ever, as this interaction is hidden from the external world,
the introduction of a second, invisible, contact point is nec-
essary. Figure 1 visualises the separation of interests and
the definition of interaction points:DLMis the visible inter-
action point with the network management layer andMAC
is the hidden interaction point with the lower level.

Figure 2 presents a simple FSM where the different
phases that a LM/LAS DLE goes through are depicted. In
the Activation phase, the LM/LAS DLE is incapable of
transmitting, unless requested to do so via aProbe Node
Protocol Data Unit (PDU). During this phase, the necessary
operations for learning the link’s parameters and establish-
ing the node’s address are carried out. Since non-LM/LAS
DLEs also go through this phase the objectives of the for-
mal specification need to include the ability to re-use such
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Figure 2. The phases of a LM/LAS DLE

fragments in the specification of these DLEs.
In the Link Master phase, the node listens to the network

in order to update its schedule and Live List database. It
also watches for the case when the link’s LAS has stopped
operating. In such a case, it claims LAS responsibilities
and, provided the claim is successful, it becomes the link’s
LAS.

The LAS phase represents the core of the scheduler and
draws most of the attention in the rest of this paper. When
the LM/LAS DLE enters this phase it acquires the scheduler
token. Figure 2 shows that the activities of the scheduler are
divided into periodic ones (scheduled activities) and non-
periodic ones as described in section 2. The correct timing
of these activities is a major requirement of the formal spec-
ification. When a periodic activity takes place, the sched-
uler passes the reply token to the node that should perform
this activity. The delegated token is passed by the sched-
uler during a non-periodic (Pass Token) activity. A care-
ful consideration of the FSM in Figure 2 reveals that each
of the periodic and non-periodic operations actually consti-
tutes a separate protocol, independent of the operations of
the other ones. Maintaining this independence in the formal
specification is another prerequisite since the specification
of independent modules will produce a clearer model that is
easier to verify.

Analysis of the scheduler in lower levels reveals two ad-
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Figure 3. The monitor link-activity FSM

ditional important aspects. The first is that the decision for
the activation of an operation is internal; it is entirely based
on the current time, the contents of the transmission queue,
the time taken up by each operation and the time of the next
scheduled activity. All these are parameters known to the
scheduler for which no external synchronisation is needed.

The second is the existence of a function, present in all of
the scheduler’s phases, namely the monitoring of the link’s
activity. Monitoring of the link is done at two levels, de-
pending on the particular operation the LM/LAS is perform-
ing. At the higher level, the LAS monitors the reception of
whole PDUs whereas at the lower level it monitors the pres-
ence of data on the link. The lower level monitoring is used
for determining if a functioning LAS exists and if the node
that currently holds the token is alive. Figure 3 presents the
semi-formal flowchart produced for the description of the
link monitoring activity. Monitoring of the link is an opera-
tion that spawns across all levels since it reports information
from the physical layer back to the LM/LAS DLE. It should
be therefore treated with care, as otherwise the separation
of interests described in the beginning of this section will
collapse. For the moment it will be considered that a sepa-
rate interaction point exists,Link , from where information
from the physical layer can be communicated. This extra
interaction point should be added to the model of Figure 1
at the boundary between the LM/LAS and the lower level.

Finally, since the Fieldbus protocol is a real time proto-
col, its formal model should correctly specify the timing of
its actions.

The previous analysis has therefore identified the follow-
ing important characteristics that the formal model should
consider:

� Separation of concerns

� Re-usability



� Independence of modules

� Correct timing of events

4. E-LOTOS

The features of E-LOTOS relevant to the description of
the scheduler will be described here. It is assumed that the
reader has some knowledge of LOTOS. Tutorials for LOTOS

can be found in [1] and [9]. An extensive tutorial in E-
LOTOScan be found in [6].

E-LOTOSextends the formal description technique LO-
TOS by providing facilities for modularisation, data typing,
typed gates and time. In E-LOTOSa system is specified as
a process possible made up of several interacting subpro-
cesses each of which is a process too and may itself be di-
vided into subprocesses. The observer of the system can be
thought of as a process ready to observe any observable ac-
tion. Interaction among processes takes place at communi-
cation points calledgatesor in rare occasions viasignalling.
In general a process can be thought of as being a black box
communicating via a number of predefined gates.

A number of different operators enrich the language and
make it suitable for the specification of distributed systems
(see Table 1).

Table 1. Some of the E-LOTOSoperators
Operator Description

stop Denotes the inactive (deadlocked) behaviour.

exit Denotes successful termination.

; (action pre-

fix)

a;B denotes a behaviour that performsa and then

behaves likeB:

i Denotes an urgent, unobservable action.

B1[]B2 Denotes the choice between two behaviours. It is

usually resolved by the environment

P1j[S]jP2 Denotes two processes that run in parallel and syn-

chronise at the gates present in the setS. jjj is

another form of parallel operator that denotes true

interleaving.

hide S in B The gates of the setS are hidden inside the be-

haviourB, i.e. they are renamed toi.

pname[S](D) Denotes the instantiation of the processpname

with parameters the set of gatesS and the values

of variables inD.

For example, a customer (cstmr) who waits to be served
by any of three cashiers (cash) at some bank at the teller
(tlr) can be modelled as:

cstmr[tlr] j[tlr]j (cash1[tlr]jjjcash2[tlr]jjjcash3[tlr])

Values can be communicated or generated during a synchro-
nisation. The expressiona?x : Natural denotes that at

gatea a natural number may be given as an input (or gen-
erated) and the expressiona!Test denotes the output of the
valueTest at gatea. Since the paper is mainly interested in
the behaviour part of a real time scheduler, the single most
important feature of E-LOTOSis time.

E-LOTOShas introduced a delay operator,wait(d), that
delays the offering of an event byd time units. A time unit
is of sort time. The time data type is a total order data type
with support for addition. Furthermore actions have been
augmented with an additional operator@ sensitive to time
which can record the time the action took place or put con-
strains on the time an action will take place. The following
expression will offer at gateb the time at which the synchro-
nisation at gatea took place:

a@?t; b(!t)

A simple timeout construct can be specified as:

a; stop[]wait(timeout); i; b; stop

The time is measured from the moment the event was of-
fered until the moment the event took place. There is no
way to enforce that an observable event will take place as
soon as all interested parties are ready to participate in that
event. Only hidden events take place immediately. A de-
tailed analysis of the timing features of E-LOTOS can be
found in [8].

Another operator that has been extended is the disable
[> operator of LOTOS. In LOTOS it is possible to specify
that a behaviourB2 can interrupt at any time a behaviour
B1, unlessB1 has exited successfully. This is done by the
expression:

B1[> B2

The E-LOTOS operator[X> does the same thing but the
interrupting behaviourB2 can raise an exceptionX and re-
sume behaviourB1. B2 restarts after the signal is raised.
The two behaviours cannot communicate via any shared
variables. Moreover, when the behaviourB2 is activated,
time does not pass for behaviourB1.

The sequential composition operator of LOTOS>> has
been replaced. Behaviours can be combined in E-LOTOS

using the ; operator as with gates.
E-LOTOS has also support for functions. Functions are

similar to processes in E-LOTOSbut they can not synchro-
nise at any gates and don’t have any real time behaviour.
Functions can have input and output parameters as in most
programming languages.

Finally, E-LOTOS has a number of syntactic conve-
niences that allow for example a choice over data values and
iteration. Choice is achieved via thecase endcaseconstruct
and iterations via theloop endloopstatement.
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5. The formal specification

Figure 4 presents the external view of the LM/LAS DLE.
As described in section 3 there are three gates, which are
visible from other entities:DLM, MACand Link . The
LM/LAS DLE runs in parallel with the other modules pre-
sented in the figure, synchronising with them at the corre-
sponding gates.

An LM/LAS DLE can enter the LAS phase at any time if
no PDU is received for an extended period. In such a case,
the LM/LAS DLE claims the scheduler token. The formal
specification thus needs a process that measures the time
elapsed from the last received PDU, claims the scheduler
token and forces the LAS phase to start in case the claim is
successful. Since the time at which the LAS phase must be
activated is not constant but varies according to the time the
last PDU was received, a combination of the parallel and
disable operator is used as depicted in Figure 5.

This combination is used throughout the specification
whenever a timer is needed and the expiration period of
the timer is not constant. In order to highlight the use of
the parallel and the disable operator the specification was
kept simple and recursion was eliminated. However, it is
not difficult to specify a scheduler that restarts in the LM
phase whenever the scheduler token is dropped. The figure
also shows the specification for theClaim LAS process.
Note that since thewait operator of E-LOTOS measures
the time for which the action was available, the timert1
restarts after an interaction at theMACgate takes place. Also
note that in case of a successful claim the process offers an
event at gateToken which forces the parallel counterpart
of Claim LAS to be disabled and start processFF LAS.
Finally, it should be noted that theActivation phase is
kept separate and can be reused elsewhere.

The overall design of the LAS phase is presented in Fig-
ure 6. There is one process, theScheduler , that controls,
via gateSwitch , the activity that will be initiated. All

process FF Scheduler[DLM:DLM SP, MAC:PDU, Link]
(Valid Addresses: DL Addresses, Sum:Schedule, : : : )
(* a list of parameters needed by the LM/LAS DLE *)
is

hide Token in
(

( Activation[DLM, MAC]; LM[MAC] [> Token );
FF LAS[MAC, Link] (0, Valid Addresses, Sum)

)
|[MAC, Token]|

Claim LAS[MAC, Token](GetNodeAddress())
endhide

endproc (* FF Scheduler *)

process Claim LAS[MAC:PDU, Token](V tn:DL Address) is
var

count: Natural := 0,
t1: Time := V tn,
Packet: PDU

in loop
( wait(t1); i;

MAC (?Packet) [IsCL(Packet)];
?count:= count + 1;

case count is
1 -> ?t1 := V tn
2 -> ?t1 := any(time) [t1 <=3]
3 -> ?t1 := V tn; ?count := 0; Token

endcase
)
[] MAC(?Packet)

endloop
endvar

endproc (* Claim LAS *)

Figure 5. Top level specification of the Activa-
tion and LM phase

the activities synchronise at theMACgate while the activi-
ties that monitor the link will also synchronise at theLink
gate.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 present the details of this model,
whereas the corresponding specification can be found in
Figure 9 and Figure 10. Note that all the activities, periodic
and non-periodic, are independent from each other. New
ones can easily be added as required.

Function Next NonPeriodic Event (Figure 10)
decides which non-periodic activity should be initiated next.
This decision does not depend on any external synchro-
nisation, hence the use of a function instead of a pro-
cess. The events at gateSwitch control the activa-

Scheduler

Activities

|[Switch]|

|[Link]| |[MAC]|

Figure 6. Decomposition of LAS phase
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process FF LAS [MAC: PDU, Link]
(Tnsa:Time, Valid Addresses:DL Addresses,

Sum:Schedule)
is

hide Switch, GetTime, SetTime in
( Clock[GetTime, SetTime]

|[GetTime, SetTime]|
( LAS[Switch, GetTime, SetTime](Valid Addresses,

Sum, EmptyQ)
[Scheduled Event>

Scheduler[Switch, SetTime](Tnsa,Sum)
)

)
|[Switch]|

Activities[MAC,Switch,Link]
endhide

endproc (* FF LAS *)

process Activities[MAC,Switch,Link]
is
PassToken[MAC, Switch, Link]( : : : (*parameter list*))
||| SendPN[MAC,Switch] ||| SendTL[MAC,Switch,Link]
||| SendDT[MAC,Switch] ||| SendCD[MAC,Switch]
||| SendTD[MAC,Switch] ||| SendIDLE[MAC,Switch]
||| SendNothing[MAC,Switch]
endproc (*Activities*)

Figure 9. Specification of LAS phase (a)

tion. If, for example, the token must be delegated, then
the events offered at theSwitch gate will be of the
form Switch(!Start,!PT Activity) and conse-
quentlyScheduler will synchronise with thePassTo-
ken process. Since E-LOTOSadopts the maximal progress
assumption for hidden events, the processes will syn-
chronise immediately. The scheduler will then move
to offer the eventSwitch(!End,!PT Activity) .
The PassToken process, however, does not offer this
event until all of the token delegation operations take
place. Consequently, by measuring the time for which
the Switch(!End,!PT Activity) was offered by
Scheduler , the duration of the token delegation opera-
tion can be measured. Up-to-date settings for the time can
be maintained in this way.

Also, the resume/suspend operator,
([Scheduled Event >) proves very useful in the speci-
fication of processFF LAS. Whenever the time for the next
scheduled activity arrives, the left-hand part (processLAS)
is suspended and the scheduled activity is performed. The
operator ensures that an important requirement of the infor-
mal description, the correct timing of the scheduled activ-
ities, is met. Due to the semantics of theresume/suspend
operator time does not evolve in the left-hand part of the
operator, when the right hand (processScheduler ) is ac-
tivated. Thus, the new time settings must be communicated
to the left hand part. ProcessClock reads the time at which
a scheduled activity has completed so that the left-hand side
can update, when activated, its sense of time.

The specification in Figure 9 and Figure 10 might look
a bit complicated and it would be helpful to see how it can
model a simple execution sequence. Figure 11 presents a
possible scenario for the LAS machine, taken from [12]. At
time t1 the schedule requires the LAS to instruct a node to
compel data (CD). The node eventually transmits some data
(DT). However, the time remaining until the next scheduled
activity which takes place att2 is adequate to send a Probe
Node (PN) PDU. The node though does not reply and there
is enough time for an IDLE PDU.

The starting timet1 can be taken to be zero (0) time
units from the activation of the LAS (processFF LAS).
So,Scheduler will be activated withTnsa (time to next
scheduled activity) equal to zero and consequently it will
interruptLAS due to the presence of the internal actioni .
Scheduler will then synchronise with theSendCDcom-
ponent of theActivities process, via theSwitch gate.
These two processes will synchronise again at the same gate
whenSendCDconcludes its cycle. After the necessary cal-
culations of the value of the current time and the clock set-
ting viaSetTime , LAS will be activated by theraisecom-
mand.

TheLASprocess will act similarly toScheduler , only
this time non-scheduled activities will take place.



process Scheduler[Switch, SetTime]
(Tnsa:Time, ScheduleSum:Schedule)

raises [Scheduled Event]
is

var
Time now, Duration:Time

in wait (Tnsa); i;
Switch(!Start,!CD Event);

Switch(!End,!CD Event)@?Duration;
?Time now:=Tnsa+Duration;

SetTime(!Time now);
?Tnsa:= Next Periodic Event

(Time now,ScheduleSum);
raise Scheduled Event

endvar
endproc (* Scheduler *)

process LAS[Switch, GetTime, SetTime]
(ValidAddress:DL Addresses, Sum:Schedule, Q UR:Queue)

is
var

Next Event: Event
Time Now, Duration: Time

in loop
GetTime(?Time Now);

?Next Event:=Next NonPeriodic Event
(Time now, Sum, Q UR);

Switch(!Start,?An Event,?Duration)
[Event=Next Event];

Switch (!End, ?An Event)
[Event=Next Event]@?Duration;

?Time Now:=Time Now+Duration; SetTime(!Time Now)
endloop

endvar
endproc (* LAS *)

Figure 10. Specification of LAS phase (b)

Overall, Scheduler will perform the following syn-
chronisations before raisingScheduled Event .

Scheduler :: wait(0)
0 time units
����������! i!

! Switch(!Start; !CD Event) !

d1 time units����������! Switch(!End; !CD Event) !

! SetT ime(!d1)

Note that just before the signal is raised,T ime now = d1.
After the signal is raised,LAS will be activated and the fol-
lowing synchronisations will take place:

LAS ::GetT ime(?T ime Now)!

! Switch(!Start; !PN Event; ?Duration) !

d2 time units����������! Switch(!End; !PN Event) !

! SetT ime(!(d1 + d2)) ! GetT ime(?T ime Now) !

! Switch(!Start; !IDLE Event; ?Duration) !

d3 time units����������! Switch(!End; !IDLE Event) !

! SetT ime(!((d1 + d2) + d3))

At this point thewait construct in theScheduler pro-
cess will timeout and cause the re-activation of theSched-
uler . An alternative specification could have removed the
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Figure 11. An example scenario for LAS

function Next NonPeriodic Event and kept a sepa-
rate local scheduler for each activity. This local scheduler
would then offer a synchronisation event when all the re-
quirements for the instantiation of the activity were met.
A global scheduler would then be responsible for choos-
ing one of the offered events and communicating that event
to the lower level. This approach is presented in Figure 12.
The drawback in this approach is that E-LOTOS does not
support priorities and there is no way to ensure that the most
urgent activity will be performed.

Finally, Figure 13 presents the model and Figure 14 the
specification of thePassToken process. The characteris-
tic of this process is its dependence on the activity present



process DistributeTime[SwitchTD] (Period: Time)
is

loop
wait(Period);SwitchTD

endloop
endproc (* DistributeTime *)

process PassToken[SwitchPT]
(Tpt: time, Sum: Schedule, Time now: Time)
is

loop
var Tnsa: time in

?Tnsa := Time To Scheduled Activity (Sum, Time now);
if Tnsa>Tpt then

SwitchPT(!Start); SwitchPT(!End)@?Time now
endif

endvar
endloop

endproc (* PassToken *)

process Scheduler[SwitchTD,SwitchPT, : : : ] is
loop

var Pack: PD in
SwitchTD; MAC(?Pack)[IsTDPDU(Pack)]

[]
SwitchPT(!Start); MAC(?Pack)[IsPTPDU(Pack)]; : : :

;SwitchPT(!End) : : :

endvar
endloop

endproc (* Scheduler *)

Figure 12. Alternative design of LAS phase

not only on theMACgate (as in theActivation process)
but on theLink gate as well.

According to the protocol, the physical layer marks
the beginning of data with aPhLInd(START) primitive
and the end of data with aPhLInd(END-OF-ACTIVITY)

or a PhLInd(END-OF-DATA-AND-ACTIVITY) primitive.
In order to eliminate the effects of noise, the reception
of a PhLInd(START) and the consequent reception of a
PhLInd(END-OF-ACTIVITY) with no PhLInd(DATA) in
between does not constitute link activity.

To show howPassToken evolves, two different sce-
narios can be considered. One where the LAS passes the
token and the link remains silent for the whole monitoring
period and one where the LAS passes the token and the re-
ceiving node reacts before the expiration of the monitoring
period.

In the first casePassToken will synchronise as fol-
lows:

PassToken :: Switch(!Start; !PT Event; ?MaxLife) !

!MAC(Pass Token Packet) !

(now inMonitor Link)! wait(IIRD) !

IIRD time units
�������������! i! Link(!False)!

(now in PassToken)! Switch(!End; !PT Event)

On the other hand, in the second case the time out construct
wait(IIRD) will not expire and the sequence of synchro-

PassToken

TokenPassed

TokenMonitor

TokenReturned

Link MAC

MAC

MAC

|[TokenExpired]|

[>

|[MAC]|

PassToken activity

Figure 13. Design of PassToken

process PassToken[MAC: PDU, Switch, Link]
(IIRD:Time, : : : (*List of relevant params here*))

is
loop
var

DropToken :bool
Packet: PDU
MaxLife: Time, ActualLife: Time

in
Switch(!Start, !PT Event, ?MaxLife);

FormPT(MaxLife, (*other prms*), ?Packet,
?ActualLife);

MAC(!Packet);
?DropToken:= Monitor Link[Link](IIRD);
if DropToken = false then

Token Traffic[MAC](ActualLife)
endif;
Switch(!End,!PT Event);

endvar
endloop

endproc (* PassToken *)

process Monitor Link[Link]
( in IIRD: Time, out DropToken:Bool)

is
var Activity: LinkActivity in
( wait(IIRD); i;

Link(?Activity)[Activity != True];
case Activity is
False -> ?DropToken:=True
Started-> wait(1);

Link(?Activity)[Activity != True];
case Activity is

False -> ?DropToken:=True
Started-> ?DropToken:=False

endcase
endcase

) [> Link (?Activity)[Activity = True];
?DropToken := False

endvar
endproc (* Monitor Link*)

process Token Traffic[MAC:PDU] (ActualLife: Time) is
hide TokenExpired in

(TokenPassed[MAC]
[> TokenReturned[TokenExpired])

|[MAC, TokenExpired]|
TokenMonitor[MAC,TokenExpired] (ActualLife)

endhide
endproc (* Token Traffic *)

Figure 14. Specification of PassToken



process StartPhData[PhL, Link] is
PhL(?PhLInd) [PhLInd = Start]; PhData[PhL,Link]
[] Link(!False);StartPhData[PhL, Link]
endproc

process PhData[PhL,Link] is
PhL(?PhLInd)[PhLInd = Data]; PhMoreData[PhL,Link]
[] Link(!Started);PhData[PhL,Link]
endproc

process PhMoreData[PhL,Link] is
PhL(?PhLInd)[PhLInd = Data]; PhMoreData[PhL,Link]
[] Link(!True);PhMoreData[PhL,Link]
endproc

Figure 15. Counterpart of Monitor Link

nisations will be as follows:

PassToken :: Switch(!Start; !PT Event; ?MaxLife) !

!MAC(Pass Token Packet) !

(now inMonitor Link)! Link(!True)(due to[>) !

(now in PassToken)! call to Token Traffic : : :

The link is considered inactive if the last received indica-
tion reportedEND-OF-ACTIVITY and no other indication
has been received from the physical layer within a prede-
fined interval. It is clear therefore, that the processMoni-
tor Link needs to have a direct knowledge of the events
at the physical layer. On the other hand, if the process
Monitor Link synchronised at thePhL gate, the sepa-
ration of levels described in Figure 1 would have collapsed.
The solution is to introduce the gateLink at the bound-
ary between the LM/LAS level and the lower level.Mon-
itor Link assumes the existence of another process at
the lower level with which it synchronises at gateLink . A
possible realisation of this process is presented in Figure 15.
The solution might seem as over-specifying a simple prob-
lem; there is a perfectly good reason for this. On the one
hand, the monitoring of the link is an observation that does
not need to interact with the link since the link is unaware
of its presence and it is not affected by it. This observation
should have led to a simple model where the monitoring
would not have been split into two processes running at dif-
ferent levels. On the other hand however, the theoretical
model on which E-LOTOS is based, namely CCS [10], re-
quires thatobservation is equivalent to interaction. Thus
the notion of monitoring is not present in the language and
it has to be explicitly modelled through the procedures de-
scribed previously.

The rest of the activities present no real differences from
the ones reviewed here. ProcessSend Nothing of Fig-
ure 9 simply idles when there is not enough time to perform
a non-periodic activity before the next scheduled event.

6. Conclusions

This paper has presented the E-LOTOSformal specifica-
tion of the Fieldbus Foundation Link Active Scheduler. The
informal description of the scheduler has first been analysed
and the critical parts of the specification have been identi-
fied. The formal specification emphasised the behavioural
part of the scheduler, as this part affects most the timing of
the scheduler’s actions.

During the analysis phase, presented in section 3, four
key aspects this specification should respect have been iden-
tified.

� Separation of concerns

The termseparation of concernsreferred to the re-
quirement to separate the specification and the verifica-
tion of the functions of the lower and the upper levels
(section 3), for these levels concern themselves with
different operations. The presence of the link-activity
monitor has made such a separation not entirely feasi-
ble although a solution has been provided.

The extent to which E-LOTOShas assisted to the task
was limited by the language’s view onobservation.
The assumption that observation and interaction are es-
sentially the same thing, has unnecessarily increased
the complexity of the resulted specification and there-
fore the complexity of the validation model.

� Re-usability

The components of the resulted formal specification
can certainly be employed in the specification of other
parts of the Fieldbus protocol. For example, the part
that specifies the Activation phase of the LM/LAS
DLE (Figure 5) is the same for all the DLEs of the
protocol. Furthermore, the same is true for the other
components. TheCompelData activity, for exam-
ple, can be re-used in the specification of a peer DLE
entity as is, with no modifications.

Therefore, in this case E-LOTOShas managed to meet
the imposed requirement.

� Independence of modules

The independence of the different modules of the spec-
ification is a requirement for the effective validation
of the model. It can certainly be argued that each of
the different modules that constitute the specification
is independent. For example each of the processes
in Activities does not synchronise with the oth-
ers and can therefore be considered as being indepen-
dent. It can also be argued that the specification of
the LM/LAS DLE is independent from the specifica-
tion of, for example, the Network Management DLE
(Figure 4).



However, the maximal progress assumption taken by
E-LOTOS produces a different semantics for actions
taking place at hidden gates and actions taking place at
non-hidden gates. If the LM/LAS DLE is considered
as a separate independent specification then theDLM,
MAC, Link gates are not hidden and therefore events
at these gates do not take place immediately, as they
should. The model thus behaves differently when it
is considered alone and when it is considered with re-
spect to its surrounding entities, something not entirely
satisfying. It seems that the maximal progress assump-
tion should have been taken for a more broader class of
events, maybe for the class of events considered in [2].

� Correct timing of events

It appears that this requirement has also been dealt
with. Although a formal validation of the sched-
uler has not yet taken place there are aspects of
the specification that build confidence on the pro-
duced model. The first is that all the calcula-
tions related to time are performed by functions (e.g.
Next NonPeriodic Event ) which do not interact
with the environment and therefore are not prune to
deadlocks or livelocks. The proof of the correctness of
such functions are a simple matter of real-time analy-
sis. The second aspect is the presence of the powerful
resume/suspendoperator which enforces the activation
of Scheduler and therefore the correct timing of the
periodic activities.

However, the specification could have been a lot
simpler had E-LOTOS supported a prioritised choice
mechanism. Theresume/suspendoperator which has
been used in this case study, is not a panacea and in
some cases may be too powerful. The reason is that al-
though the expressionA[X>B can be used to give pri-
ority to the execution ofB, it will do it in a destructive
manner;A might be already executing and disrupted
by the activation ofB. Extra attention must be paid
thus, so that non-intentional disruptions of this kind do
not take place. The presence of a prioritised choice
mechanism could ensure thatB takes precedence over
A only if A has not started execution.

It is, finally, true that no matter how powerful or not a
formal language is, a major criterion for its acceptance, is
the time needed to get familiarised with it and employ the
full extend of its capabilities. In this respect the following
two conclusions can be drawn from the project.

1. For persons having some experience in LOTOS, the
learning curve for E-LOTOS is not long. The formal
specification of the LAS/LM DLE was produced in
less than a month, despite the shortage of E-LOTOS

productivity tools. The introduction of predefined data

types has also greatly reduced the time spent in the for-
malisation of the LM/LAS DLE. Most of the problems
encountered were related to the interpretation of the
informal specification.

2. Although the team was experienced in both LOTOS

and process algebras it was felt that an intermediate
step, where the informal specification was first mapped
to a set of finite state machines, was necessary. Finite
state machines provided a very good platform for the
understanding of the LM/LAS DLE. In this respect the
results coincide with that of the MEDAS project ([7])
where the SDL [3] formal description technique is pro-
posed as an intermediate step to formalisation.

Validation of the specification has not yet been per-
formed due to the lack of appropriate validation tools. Such
tools are expected to appear once the language has been
standardised.
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